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I. Nature of the Praiect

The purpose of the Board of Education project was to provide a prog-

gram of educational and supportive services for socially maladjusted and

emotionally disturbed Children in grades 2 through 12 in selected schools.

In ad3ition to being atypical and erltionally handicapped, these

children are socially disadvantaged and come from low socioeconomic

income areas of the city. Many of them have interfered with the on-going

educational programs in normal classes and have proved a threat to the

health and safety of both themselves and other children. They have

demonstrated an inability to profit from and function within educational

programs in normal classes and were therefore transferred to special

schools that provided classes designed to accommodate them.

Through Title I, funds wexa made available for improving instruction

of socially maladjusted children by providing additional "instructional

personnel and supportive services in selected schools."

The following programs were to receive supplementary supportive

services consisting of school psychologists, social workers, psychia-

trists and school guidance counselors.

A. Elementary Junior Guidance Classes
B. Special Guidance Citizenship Classes
C. Barly Identification Program
D, "600" Schools

The "600" schools included in this project were also to receive additional

instructional staff such as assistant principals, teachers, and librarians.
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The Board of Education pointed out that as a result of current identifi-

cation and prevention programs, greater numbers of children were being referred

to the special programs for the maladjusted. "The need for expansion of the

program is acute.J

Title I funds were to help provide the additional supportive services

and instructional personnel necessary for the expansion of the program.

Positions were to be distributed as follows:

School Part-Time
No. of School Social School Guidance
School Program Pscli201.cist Worker Psychiatrist Counselor

10 Elementary Junior 1 4 1 1/2 11
Guidance Classes

15 Special Guidance 0 1 1 1/2 12
Citizenship Classes

10 Early Identification 4 4 4 10

16 "600" Schools 2 2 2 15

The additional instructional personnel which the "600" schools were to receive

were the following:

30 Assistant principals
15 Library teachers
15 School secretaries
10 Youth workers
80 Teachers
2 Assistant Directors
1 Stenographer

64 hours of school aides per day
043,750 educational supplies
g 5,675 audiovisual equipment

It was expected that with the expansion lapportive program of this

ntture, mazy more children in these disadvantaged area,. would be expected to

make a great improvement in their adjustment to society, their peers and



themselves.

The major objectives of the supmtive program under Title I, as listed

by the Board of Education, weTe as follows:

A. To increase. motivation for school, and towa=rd a vocational goal
commensurate with the child's ability.

B. To improve academic achievement, especially in reading and
arithmetic.

C. To improve ability to get along with peers, taadhers, other adults
and persons in authority.

D. To develop a satisfactory level of self- esteem. which reflects a
realistic self-image.

E. To develop effective economical procedures that will identify
emotionally and socially disturbed children in the earliest grades.

F. To provide a resource for disruptive children who are damagingthe normal functioning of the regular classes.

G. To prevent the development of serious maladjustment by helping
disturbed children before their problems become deep-rooted.

H. To build a coordinated program that will include teacher selection,teacher training and carefully planned curriculum with a rehabilitativefocus.

I. To develop school and community resources that help to mitigate thevarious detrimental controls in the child's pathology.

3. To determine to what extent maladjustment is prevented through thecreation of a sound mental hygiene educational climate, in schoolsserviced by teams of professionals from various disciplines.

K. To identify individual school and community patterns which indicate
probable success and/Or failure for pupil adjuatment.

ft
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II. Ob actives of Evaluation

In evaluating the program, the fundamental clgestl-r.f 'ith wiiia the in-

vestigators were concerned were as follows:

1. To what extent did the Board of Education carry out their plan
to provide additional services and personnel?

2. What was the effect of the additional educatiottli and supportive
services upon the program.?

3. What guidelines would he.lp the Board plan the future course of the
program?

III. Evaluation Procedures

As called for in the proposal, an interim evaluation for the 1965.66 school

year ;.:e.f. co be undertaken. It was suggested that the evaluators utilize city-

wide standardized test results anc other school records and dPta as follows:

A. Metropolitan Reading Test and Stanford Arithmetic Tests to
measure individual academic gains administered by teachers
as part of the City-Wide Testing Program.

B. Specially constructed measures to assess pupils' attitude
toward the school and the school program -- administered by
guidance counselors and other qualified individuals in con-
sultation with members of the research team.

C. A variety of techniques such as interviem, inventories and
quedtioimaires designed to assess attitudes to self and peers.

D. Other data, such as attendance records, evidence of cooperation
in school activities and attitudes of teachers, guidance counselors,
and parents.

In girder to "Insure maximum objectivity, two disinterested independent

raters conducted tai interim evaluation of the project. The following evalua-

. tion procedures were employed:

A. Observation: Research consultants separately and indecendently
viirriag7ut of 10 Early Identification Program schools and 5

out of 16 "600" schools during June 1966, Researchers were
specifically looking for:

4
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a. Physical fatilities in the school buildings.

b. Size of classes.

Teacher -pupil relationship; Was there any evidence of
warmth and interest on the part of the teacher? What was
the- = of the teacher?

d. Peer-relationship: Was there a friendly tone in classroom,
or were pupils quiet and not relating to one another?

e. What was the teacher- counselor relationship? Was there a
freedom and willingness for teachers to seek:help and advice
from counselors?

f. What was the on-going activity in classroom -- working
quietly? recreational? reading? group activities?

g. What was the overall tone of classrooms: -- were students
enjoying the session? were they rowdy? were they seated
in an informal manner?

h. Were there any parents visiting teachers or the counselor?

B. Interviews: The consultants separately and independently interviewed
school personnel who were involved with the projects. Interviewees
included principals, assistant principals, guidance counselors, social
workers, psychologists and teachers. Some of the specific aims of the
interview were to seek out the following:

a. What materials, supplies or additional staff were received?

b. How were supportive services strengthened? What were the
specific responsibilities of guidance counselors in the
special programs? What were the actual functions of the
social workers? What was the reaction of the teacher and
principal to the increased services of the program?
Did the teacher see any change in her pupils, due to the
increase in supportive services?

C. Conferences: Conferences were held separately and independently
between consultants and various research personnel at the Bureau
of Educational. Research of the Board of Education and the Bureau
of Child Guidance. Discussions concerned:

a. The historical background of the program.

b. The purpose and progress of the program.

c. The anticipated problems.

d. How wad they change the program, for optimum functioning?



D. Questionnaires and Data: The Board of Education submitted to the
consultants the following material relating to the Junior and
Special Guidance Programs (See Appendix)

Instruwent I. Principal Questionnaire (open end)

Instrument II. Teacher questionnaire (open end)

Instrument III. Students' School Attitude Scale.

Instrument IV. Pupil Data Forms.

2uestionnaires were designed to get the reactions of the principals

and teachers included in the program. Both questionnaires asked for

(a) most and least effective elpects of the program; (b) the parental

attitude toward the program as judged by the teachers and principals;

and (c) recomendations for the program.

The Students' School Attitude Scale was to be filled out by the

teacher for each pupil in the Junior or Special Guidance:Program. Given

seven descriptive ratings, teachers were to place a check in the box next

prepared by guidance counselors involved in the Early Identification

Program. These reports contained an open-ended question requesting

schools were examined statistically. (See Appendix, Instrument V)

on Pupil Accounting. Twenty-seven questions pertaining to the "boo"

Also received was a 3...a6Limm....m..Liepart.9./Schools

The consultants also received five Summary Reports for 1965-66,

to the rating which best applies to the pupil as he was in September 1964

and as he is now in June 1966.

Pupil Data Forms requested attendance records, average marks for

English, Social Studies and Science, and scores for city-wide reading

tests and mathematics tests for each pupil in the special program for

the '64 - '65.year and now in 1966.



4 guidance counselor's suggestion end evaluation of the E.I,Rprogram. The

aabwv.tris vreie analyzed and categorized by the (-consultants.

E. Pre iou___1.1Report: Where-available, consultants secured and studied
previous reports, in order to get a wider understanding of the background.
of the'particular program.

limitations of Evaluation Procedures

In examining available material, consultants found serious limitations

which curtailed the usefulness and interpretability of the data.

A. It seems impossible to determine whether effects are due to the

general nature of the program or to increased supportive and educational

services.

B. There was evidence of inadequate initial planning by the Board of

Education. Evaluation techniques were not built into the experimental

design of the program, and base-line data was not available.

C. It was not possible to follow the Board of Education's suggested

evaluation procedures since data collected without controls are uninterpretable.

Quantitative analysis of data was not used, since pre- and post - measures could

not be administered, due to the short duration of this evaluation study.

D. Data received from the schools involved in Junior and Special

Guidance programs were incomplete. In some cases, different marking

systems were used, which made it impossible to compare) schools.

With regard to the Pupil Data Forms, for example, consultants found the

following situation in the Junior Guidance Program: Of the 10 responding

schools, six used letter grades (G, F, P = good, fair, poor), one used

decimals (2.1) and three schools did not fill in any marks. With regard

,,,,-



to the city-wide teats, 4 schools did. not report any scares whatsoever; 3 schools

reported scores which were only teacher estimates and 3 schools had partial

scores for reading and none in mathematics.

Of the 15 schools involved in the Special Guidance program, 4 schools did

Est return the Pupil Data Farm; 2 schools did not report any marks at all, 4

schools reported. marks in terms of percentages and 5 used the letter-L;y5tem. Only

1 out of 11 schools reported full reading and math scores; the other 11 schools

had partial scores, i.e., the 1965 reading scores but not the 1966 scores; the

1965.matti scores were not reported but the 1966 scores were available.

There were additional limitations within the specif'c projects which affected

consultants' evaluation:

E. The start of the evaluation of Title T by the consultants was officially

7Une 1. This left but one month in which to carry out the various procedures and

site visits necessary for effectir, evaluation. Consultants felt that more time

was needed to set up evaluative procedures and that June, the last month of the

school year, is the worst time for site visits, interviews and observations.

F. Whenever raters wished to visit selected schools involved in the various

programs, it was necessary to make appoin06.and to announce the approximate

day and time in advance. In several instances, the dates were found to be incon-

venient to a particular school. The consultants felt that where classroom pro-

cedures were to be observed, the "formality" of appointments was unnecessary and

tended to make for en unnatural Classroom situation and a self-consciousness on

the part of the teacher,

G. In several cases, raters were not permitted the freedom of selecting a

particular class to observe, but were directed into rooms selected. by the host

schools.
"le



H. In several cases, the principal's .presence or near-presence and the

fact that the principal selected .teachers to be interviewed hindered candid

conSultant!teacher interviews.

I. It must be emphasized. that the evaluation is based on participants'

perceptions, i.e., teacheLe, principals. The questionnaires were not made up by

the evaluation team, but by the Board of Education.

IV. Results

Findings pertaining to this project will be discussed separately for each

program: Junior Guidance, Special Guidance, Early Identification Program and "600"

schools.

Junior Guidance Proms

Under Title I, ten elementary schools were designated by the Board of Edu-

cation to receive educational and supportive services for the establishment of

additional Junior Guidance Classes. Schools with Junior Guidance Classes re-

ceived positions of school psychologist, social worker, guidance counselor and part-

time psychiatrist. The Program aims to provide emotionally-disturbed children with

a therapeutic and rehabilitative educational program through a-track of special
classes in grades 2 to 6.

Evaluation is based on Principals' anti Teachers' Questionnaires received by

the researcll team from all 10 schools involved, in t'e Program. In addition, one

rater held. phone inquiries with principals and guidance counse' ors in 8 out of

10 schools.

Uni Guidance Program

1. Schools with Junior Guidance classes were given additional teaching positions--

making three teacheri for two mall classes. Ad reported by teachers, this third.

teacher offers the following advantages:
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A. 13valuation of children zeflec;x .-;inions and approaches of 3 teachers

rather than one.

B. Children benefit from team approact, in planning and pooling of informs-
tion.

C. Great help it remedial work with children; the low teacher-pupil ratio

makes for an almost one-to-one tutorial relationship.

D. Madsen are enabled. to work on their own level at their own pace.

B. Extra teacher is helpful in situations of classroom "emergency" or

`urgency."

2. Junior Guidance Classes are run on the "closed register" system sithvo. a child.

is placed in the class at the start of the semester, he remains there until the

end. of the semester. Teachers reported the following advantages from the closed

register system.

A. Protects children from the confusion of constant pupil mobility which

would otherwise occur.

B. Prevents break in continuity of therapeutic environment.

C. Prevents class from becoming a dumping ground for children with disci-

pline problems.

Effective: f Junior Guidance Program

Guidance counselors and. principals reported the following claims as advantages

of the program:

1. Children were being reached who might otherwise go on for years without

receiving help.

2. Junior Guidance placement has eliaiinated "non promotion" which might have

occurz.2ed if children had remained in regular classes.

3. The program hasbeen instrumental in preventing many suspensions which

might otherwise have occurred.



4. Follow-up shows good adjusament of those pupils Who were returned to

regular classes.

5. TI;e'anior Guidance Proems provides a syxthesis of clinical and class -

roan approaches.

Teachers involved in the Junior Guidance Program reported the following gains

to pupils:

1. Pupils received benefits of team planning and cooperation between teacher,.

guidance counselor and clinical staff.

2. Pupils received a positive group experience fran the balanced group situ-

ation where 2 types of children are put together--the acting out and. the withdrawn.

3. The nature of the program made for continual evaluation of children's

progress by the teachers.

4. The JUnior Guidance class envIromant is supportive and psychologically

attuned to the emotionally disturbed by providing the following features:

A. Non punitive atmosphere

B. Small classes (between 10 and 15)

C. Few restraints on pupils

D. Non-participation it child. so desires

E. Seating flexibility

F. Frequent play periods

G. Lunen served in the classroom'

H. Milk served as snack

Children enter class without formal lineup

Teachers also reported that the Junior Guidance Program benefited them

directly as follows:
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1. Because the disruptive children were no longer in the regular class,

the teacher was enabled t) carry on her class work with little interruption.

2. Weekly meetings with guidance counselors Sand supervisors provided a

sharing of opinions and. a pooling of information.

3. The guidance counselor acted. as a consultant and support to the teacher.

4. Small classes enabled the teacher trork in a I to 1. relationship with
her pupils. In many cases teachers developed a greater understanding of their
pupils' problems.

5. A constant exchange of ideas among teachers established a healthy in-

structorial climate for them.

3. Least Effective Aspects of Junior Guidance

Principals and teachers stressed the following:

1. There was insufficient clinical staff (psychologists, social workers)

for the necessary consultation and diagnostic help.

2. There was insufficient pr.ssonnel to work with the families of these

children--to explain to them what is being done for their child, etc.
The ineffective aspects of the.program as related to the mils was. reported

by the teachers as follows:

1. inadequate space for Junior Guidance Class. (Some schools used rooms in

the basement.)

2: Lack of proper furniture, materials, supplies such as movable desks, books,

bulletin boards.

3. Lea of special petty cash funds for miscellaneous items necessary in

the Mm Guidance-program, i.e., birthday gifts, prizes, snacks, games, etc.
4. There were no provisions for children who were so emotionaU.y disturbed.

that they could. not fit into the program.
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5. Pupils did not understand the purpose of the Junior tutdazice class and

thought of. themselves as "dumb."

6 The pupils in the class had a wide' range of intelleatUal achievement

imd ability, thus making up a heterogenous group, difficult to instruct.

7, Inadequate provisions made for returning children to the regular class-

rams.

8. Same Junior Guidance set -ups isolated their pupils from the rest of the

school, thus depriving pupils free such school activities as glee-club, gymnasium

and drawing.

The ineffective aspects of the program as directly relating to teachers were

reported as follow by the teachers.

1. Scat teachers had limited teaching experience and little or no training

in educating the emotionally disturbed.

2. Teachers did. not receive increments or bonuses and were reluctant to

spend the extra time demanded of them for_meetings and conferences.

3. The program deautnds too Much time for duties other than teaching.

4. Than appeared to be a lack of knowledge and positive feeling, about the

trunior Guidance Piiogrin on the part of the other teachers in the school.

3. There was little if any sharing, pooling, and transfer of the gains

frcia the Amior Guidance Program to regular classes.

6. Teachers had no break during the day for relaxation, since their non-

teaching periods were used for preparation.

7. Teachers as to -vital they were responsibletheir

principal or the central Junior Guidance Office.

8. There vu multiple reporting and duplication of information requested

of the teachers.



4. Jllor Guidance_ Prcgrs.

As reported by teachers and principals, the response of parents to the

program wu about evenly divided between grateful acceptance by acme to em-

barrassment and shame by other parents. (Accepting Attitude)

1. Some parents expressed their gratefulness by notes of appreciation to

the teacher.

2. Same parents reported. that the program had made great changes in their
child. "lie's more interested in learning now" and "he won't be absent if he can

help it."

3. Some parents said they understood their child better: recognizing needs,

after conferring with the child's teacher.

4. Scene parents even requested that their other children be placed. in

Junior Guidance Programs.

5 S pszent s actually changed plans to move from the area,so that theix

tight remain in the Junior Guidance Program.

Ee'ec.a....;:tvdee on the fart of Parente

Teachers and principals pointed out that sane parents displayed. outright

hostility towards the program and towards a3.1 those involved in it. Some showed.

indifference, while others %aerated" the program with patience.

1. Scene parents saw the Junior Guidance Program as a etigma and refused to

give consent for their child. to be a part of thin.

2. Scam parents threatened. and blamed the school for their children's

problems.
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3. Other parents had mixed feelings. The progress they saw in their child

NM their pr. econceived notions of the program made for tome confusion. While they

permitted their child to be part Of the program they had certain reservations.

4. some wont! expressed concern about tlAir chill not learning the same

things all other chilAren.

Teachers' and Princi s' stint s
for the Junior Guidance am

Page 4 of the Board of Education Questionnaire to teachers and principals in

the Junior Guidance Program contained the following question:

"In your opinion should the program be a) continued essentially unchanged,

b) discontinued, c) modified somewhat. IZ you have circled "c" specify how the

program shod be modified."

The responses given were as follows:

Princis Teachers

A - Continued essentially unchanged 1 11

B - Discontinued 0 0

- Continued somewhat modified 9

itot one of the principals or teachers thought that the Junior Guidance

Program should be discontinued. In ana3.ysing and categorizing the suggestions

made by teachers and principals, consultants found the fonowing:

a
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Specific Recommendations cf Principals and Teachers
taro....Lunior Guidance Pcome -16-

Row Skewed
oy- (33)

Principals Teaehers

1. Mare clerical staff. 11

2. Theresa* in teacher's salaries. 6

3. Special license to teach emotionally disturbed* 6

.4. Lower register of pupils per class. 2 6

5. More equizsent end supplies. 2 5

6. beeper parent involvement. 2 3

-7. junior Guidance classes for each level.

8. lee a different school attitude scale* 2

9. More Junior Guidance teachers per class. 1 2

10. More resource material. 2

11. Closer liaison with Junior Guidance Bureau. 2

12. itctend program into upper grades. 2

13. Teacher orientation before semester. 4

11/2. More involvement with outside agencies. 2

15. Closer sur.rvision of teachers. 2

16. More fled:ble register for pupils. 2 1

17. Junior Guidance services continued after classes. 1

18. General faculty orientation to program. 1 1

19. Separate acting out mad withdrawn children. 1

20. Government of program should localized in principal. 1

2:1. Authority' should be centered in Junior Guidsice Bureau. 1
.44k

22. Purnitase conducive to informality. 1

23. Pupils to spend some time out of their classmate 1

21/2. Tree advanced course work for teachers' and clammier
expenses (gifts, prises). 1

25. -does doer h7 turd. of Iducatiott

20. _ilopart4 ,i(tiviolo for them, children._ 3.

27. Leas -elioriva work 1
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286_ Inecutit an and usestlor periods:with mak: ropilly

likelied
(11537(33)

Principals Teachers

spipient.- 3.



Teatherst and Princi ale' Recommendations

for Junior Guidance Program.

General.

1. vim the program to function effectively, more clinical preaonnel is essential (-- i.e.,

guidance counselors, social workers, psychologists.)

2. These classes should not contain more than 10-12 pupils. 15-20 are too many to work

with in a Junior Guidance program.

3. Special custodial care needed for these rooms every evening. -Teachers and, pupils should

not carry this responsibility.

4. To facilitate the functioning of the program the following material and supplies are

necessary..

A. Exclusive visual aid equipment for these classes. Pupils should not have to wait

for days for audiovisual instruction.

B. Equipment to transfer lunch from lintchroom to individual classroom.

C. teseellsneotts material (paper, crayons, ) should be emailable to these classes

imimediitely upon request. Same schools reported having to wait for material which had to be

'.tiered through the "regular channels."

D. Special. expente allotment- for teacher to puichaae gifts, snacks, .novelties for pupils.

.Thnior guidance office should have power to enforce their own policies --- to separate

itself from a non-cooperative principal or remove program from school.

Suggestions Concerning Pupils in the Pr.:. as

3.*, ,EoLlow.uP of all pupils who leave the program.

2* Becreatiorml piogram should be planned for the hour from 2 to 3 eather than & 2 o'clock



dismissal.

4

3. Children remaining in 1 roam all day become restless. Should. have breaks of gymnasium,

usably, 44a.

4. Snead consist elm= anly. Meuiy times t tacheri use their own funds to purchase cookies.

The -additions.. snacks should be provided by the, school.

imizeTJFeachersinthePSstionsCorosa

1. Should have speciil licensing of teachers who wish to work with emotionally disturbed

children.

2. thoild have same renuneration or increment commensurate with training for teachers in

Progimi.
AI

3. Allow tine for teacher orientation before school opens.

r-

4. More preparation periods needed by teachers for clerical work and report writing.

5. Educate the rest of school staff as to Objectives of anior Guidance program.

6. Teachers riamsted'a free period for "relaxativn". They claimed that there was much

tension created by working in Junior Guidance classes.

Atricestions Concerning Per ents

1. Counseling of !o ie kind wu recommended, by teachers for all parents of children in the

program.

2. Social worker should discuss progrss. with parents at their hoses, .explaining purpose and

plans of program.

3. Exclude need for parental COUtiere4 when child is rat:remanded for IT inior G lames Pr3s3v a.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Baud upon *pelvis of evaluation questionnaires and phone interviews, it in the

cetsultunts opinion that the Junior Guidance Program is a worthwhi3.0 one and should be



cfratinued. The following conclusions have keen reacheds

ial Curricula

Tie unique feature of the progrsa, particularly the smaller class register, increased

teachers for the special tisanes and the informal supportive mviromment within the class

permits teachers to give more individual attention to pupils. By irirture of the unique

aspects of this.prograa, the following specific objectives seem to be facilitated:
a. Increased motivation of pupils for school. (90% of the teachers indicated increased

motivation of pupils as derived from the school attitude scale.)
b. Improved ability to get along with teachers, peers and .other adults.

c. Development of a satisfactory self-image and improved self-esteem.

d. Provision of a resource for disruptive children whc. prevent the normal ftnctioning

of regular classes.

The essential progrna for emotionally distuTbed children should. stress the supportive

and therapeutic aspect's above the academic. Flexibility and individualized attention could be

better achieved if' classes were held to no more than 12 or 15. In some cases, teachers

rOported registers above 15. Open 'register seems more desirable than the inflerible closed

register. If a child must be removed from or admitted into a Junior Guidance class, it should

net be necessary to Wait for the end of the semee.er.. The mobility of pupils- to and fro

in a ratline x?.:Litt of school life from which the emotionally diattuted should not be shielded.

A more homogeneous framing term of pupils' ...cademic level would facilitate the

instruationalaspect, Mere possible, schools that have sore than 1 junior guidance class

should strive for grow. iii gs that combine pupils of similar ability levels.

The question ham teen raised as to the advantage or disadvantage of vowing together

fatting oat and withditarn childr=. Teachers were divided in their opinions on this issue.

Sie.consultsaits believe it would be worthwhile to set up experimental classes of homogeneous and



heterogeneous graups, with appropriate control groups, to study this questim fUrther.

In working with imalaEjusted children, )Nsteriall suliplies and tangible objects are

en important part of the prop m. Teachers should have the necessary supplies and equip -

sent at .v.hel.r immediate di3posal without having to reirest them officially thru "regular

ckannelsv. Waiting periods, deleort sad change in plans show .td be minimized for these

sepcial classes. Exclusive use of audiovisual equipment was requested by very few. It is

rec-smeLded liat a special source of applies, books, crayons, paper, etc., be made available

for the exclusive use by Junior Guidance classes within particular schools. Furniture

(movable desks, bulletin boards, etc.) and rocas used by Junior Guidance classes should be

planned by builders in consultautship with guidance teals consisting of a psychologist, teacher,

guidance counselor.

The research consultants do not recconend separate schools for maladjusted pupils. The

supportive at sphere cf a special class should be blended with the opportunity for students

to mix with other "normal" children. It is' reccemended that jtmi:r gaidsn4e pupils join the

raga az pupils for gym and assembly periods wherever possible -- eft though there may be .

disruptive moments. One lay think of the junior guidance class to' mils as L therapeutic

learning experience and out -de contact with other regular pupils as a. "practical" for more

adjusted living.

/..

Persopelaadke23.al

One of the drawbacks of the junior guidance program seeas to be the lack of properly

trained end onlified teachers for the emotionally disturbed child. It is highly recommended

that the Board of Education require P.. :racial license of teat -ere who wish to work with the

emotionally disturbed. Requirements in course work and advanced degrees should be outlined,

and increases in salaries, should bb given c.zesiensurate with t.te special. license. There was

&eat dissatisfaction voiced with the large amount of extm detail work, records, diaries,
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*lel teachers in Junior Guidance classes were required to carry out. Mere was no extra

tompensatior fc; the additional time and effort. Some' of the teachers in the program, though

not specifically trained to work with the emotionally disturbed, are doing a fairly poi job.

However, in such cases, there were requests for advice and help from supervisors, principals,

and guidance counselors.

The special licensimg of teachers would probably facilitate the handling of the junior

guidance class and would undonbtedly relieve the pressures on the guidadde counselors. In

!luny cases counselors have had to do non-the-job ttaining" with teachers along with their

other responsibilities. Consultants believe, too, that with specially-trained teachers who

can handle emotionally- charged situations, it would not be necessary to :alcrease the teachers

to two per jmior Glidance class.

As reported by the schools, 8 out of 36 j tior G idance.positions could rot be filled.

there were no feathers available to work in this area. Special 11^ensing and corresponding

increments would, help relieve this shortage and provide qualified personnel.

There was saint confusion as to where junior guidance authority resided -- principal

or central bureau. Consultants were not clear about this, either. The res..xch team learned

friar phone conversations with principals, that several principals were "not familiar with the

program', and "did not know anything about it". The consultant was referred to the principal's

secretary in several cases for intonation.

It is suggested that authority for 3 nior G tidance programs be rutted in a central

bureau and that principals be involved only as a cooperating party to the program. Some

teachers reported that the principal's lack of interest in the program made him non-cooperative

and a, detinite hindrance to the program.

With regard to school psychologisti, it is recommended that each school in the program.

have more frequent visitiby the sdhool psychologist for diagnostic and referral 'fork.

The frequency should be determined by the junior guidance bureau depending GA the pupil

load in guidance claims.
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Camtunications and Articulation

There is a great need fir diasesiflatian of information about the program to parents.
Many parents did not understand. What the purpose of the program, vas, and became suspicious
of and hostile towards school personnel. This attitude via transferred to the pupil. In
some cases parents withheld their consenb for pupils to enter the program but gave it
willingly after uplanation of the program was made to them,

It is recemmended that social workers visit all parents of pupils in junior guidance
programs to explain and clarify the 'program. Parents should be encouraged to ask questions
and. seek 'help through the social worker -- the liaison between school and hose. Initial
visits to parents should be followed up by periodic progress reports. Parent-teacher conferences
meetings with other junior guidance parents, tanks by the school psychologist to parent groups,

would be of tremendous value educating the parent to work further with his child. If the

efforts teachers are to be enhanced, the supportive atmosphere of the school must not
be undone at home. Parental consent should not be necessary for placement of a pupil in

the J for Guidance program.

In this light, the children themselves should be given an explanation, on their level

of understanding, as to the purpose of the special class. This would help amid the embarrass-
ment, anxiety and confusion of same pupils in the program.

Despite the drawbacks of various aspects of the program, teachers and principals recomsended

continuation of the program essentially unchanged or with modifications. Not one teacher
or principal recommended that the program be discontinued,

-Changes in tba behavior of emotional] disturbed children occur gradually, over a
period of time. reccamended that the Junior Guidance Pr gram be modified according

to the above recommendations and be given more time in which to prove itself.

m dance

Special Gladsome classes Caere set up by the Board of Bancation in 15 selected schools.
These "citizenship" classes are for emotionally disturbed, pupils in the upper grades of the
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elementary sdhota or in the Andor High School level as cipinst the anior Guidance program

which concerns pupils in the lower twades of the elementary school level.

The unique features of the special, guidlince propel were to include the follow%ng:

a. Itebiced class size; 12 to 15 mile. -

b. :feast approach (teachers, guidance counsolar, psyeholpgist.)

c. Specially trained teachers.

d, ti tw -propea for teachers. Increase in free periods to be used for preparatIon.

e. Mental hygiene approach ix classroca consisting of a supportive, informal, flexible,

non-punitive enviwonment.

The evaluation is based on data derived free 15 schools in the Special Guidance program,

consistiag ofl

1. Teach Questionnaire

2. Principalis Westionnaire

3. School.Attitude Scale

4, pupil Data forms (These forms are exactly like those used for the JUnior Guidance

pro 7mas. )

la addition, consultant held phone inquiries with 10 out of 15 schools in the program

and conferred with the CoordiAatorof the Special Gm:Aimee program, at the Board of Education.

WastIffective Aspects of Special Guidance Prove'

Am follows:

1. Principals h3aimed that the progrca frequently decreased the number of suspensions

tecusdboal for disciplinary wanes.

2. Tea'dhers in the program.. reported that the group guidance approach (discussions,

role-pleying) made for a supportive ritmosgars where pupils felt atc.ipse accepted find became

loss hostile.

3. Saw teachers emphasise% hulth education physical utivities (Griming end

physical trainine Ntaciirm rep3rted feelings of sksical adequacy and well-being.



linergtes were being released constructively.
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14. gore pupils were reported to like the program so much, they refused to return to
reglasr classes.

5. Scase schools arranged to take pupils acs "trips thus introducing them to aspects of
coheir erriroasent of which they were unaware.

6. was reported by teaches that tLe small classes had the following effects:
- t. Individualization of instruction

B. Base improvement in academic work dug to individual. attention during instruction.
C. Teachers were able to anticipate, ttaut prevent certain classroom disturbance.,
D. Pupils can progress at own rate.

B. Permissive but controlled iitipephere.

7. Teachers reported that pupils slimed improvement in their social behavior after
pipe: sent and were this to return to normal, classes the following semester.

8. Where a special guidance class hiid a team of malke and female teachers, the parental

family model was very effective.

9. Ope-. regfte,,peraitted the transfer of pupils in and out of the program.

10. All school facilities made *minable to pupils in special guidance. (Shops, Music, etc.
U. Inabled teachers of regular classes to carry on without interruptions or disruptions.
12. Teachers found weekly meetings with counselors extremely helpful in understanding

their pupils. Cues were discussed and all information wits pooled.

Least 11191t2.1 (inti cdan e

Teachers and principals reported the following:

1. Inadequate clinical. personnel. In some schools a guidance counselor was Ineligible

oar twice a weep.

2, in scam schools,,,, when the speoi0. guidance teacher wasAbsent, there was no sub-

stitute available. Children had o' be placed in regular classes for the day.



3. There vas a wide range of achievement levels in one class, making instruction

ifficult.

4. There was an insufficient Supply of necessary materials needed for their child/ A.

pratto, gores, and workbooks..

5. So teachers felt guidance counselors were not giving enough help within the class-

roan situatiot.

6. Same pupils felt stigmatizellyylboing in the propels.

7. Teachers reported that they needed relief periods.

8. They felt that there was too much clerical work and record. keeping.

9. One teacher per class was not adequate for the demands of the progma.

10. Teachers felt they wele inadequately trained to teach emotionally disturbed children.

11. There was insufficient publicity regarding purpose and goals of proipiam -- to rest

of

12. There was difficulty in finding qualified personnel. Junior ni h ccaool teachers

were hard to obtain. When a teacher is available a principal 41' tend asziga that teacher

to a normal class of 33 rather that to a Citizenship class of 10 or 12, because more pupils

can be covered in this way.

13. Some schools reported great mobility of staff. In one case a guidance counselor

changed stikvear to a supervisory position.

114. One particular school vu being plagued by a non-cooperating principal who cut

the special guidance progima ahort,rotated special guidance teachers and felt that parents

should not be contacted.

15, AU the pupils who used to be in program, cannot be reached since classes are few

in ibex and have limited enrollment.

.16. Some pupils who need remedial help mnnot get it.

17. There are several pupils vith serious mental and emotional problems that are not

being belped4

e, - -
---""

4,47-
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Teacherss and Priztcipals Suggestions
for l Guidance Prowit

The Board of Zducatior. used the sane zestionnaire for tie Special Guidance

Progoom as for the .Amior Guidance Program.

In response to the question as to whether the program should be continued,

the following results were obtained:

Primis Teachers

A. Continued essentially unchanged 4 7.

B. Discontinued 0 0

C. Contimted sasewhat 'modified 8 13

As in the case of -the Junior Guidance Program, not one of the principals

or teachers thought that the Special Guidance Program should be discontinued,

despite the drawbacks found. Suggestions made by teachers and principals

were given as follows:

Recommendatiw

1,

S'ke.cific Recamsendations of Princi ale and
Teachers to Modify Special Guidance Program

Itre clerical eaff

2. Specific critezia for screening ad fissions to special
guidance program

3. More special guidance teachers per class

4. Parental Counseling

5. Shorter periods for academic subjects

6. More conferences with Clinical Tema

7.. Establisb-:iipecial curriculum

I

8. More and idequate instu-NNAtional materials

9. Separate closes for different grade levels

(12) (20)
Principals Teachers

5 3

4 4

3 3

1 3

2

.0 2

0 2

1 3

3. 2
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Recommendations (continued) Princiaa Teachers

10. Special licenses for teachers of emotionally 1
distuebed.

11. Establish more industrial arts 1

12. Establish more recreation iods 3. 1
(*Weal ad, dancing)

13. Better teachers 1

14. Establish better testing procedures 1

15. Clinical in-service courses 1

1. Communication to regular teachers 1

#. More visual aids 1

18. Segregate sexes 1

19. Lower class register to 10 1

20. Closed register 1

21. Special attention to acting-out children 1

22. Trips for pupils 3.

23. Establish standards for return to class 1

216 Follow-up service 1

Teachers' and Principals' Recommendations
to Modify Special Guidance Program

Thera was a great need indicated for additional'aakical personnel. /nanny

schools, th part-tile pgyeholDest served but once a week. This is not enough

time for him to cover diagnostic work andraerrals of pupils. There is a great

backlog. of cases which cannot be handled due to the insufficient time given by

thepgyahOlogist.

.2. Teachers and principals felt the need for specific criteria in screening

. admissions. There vete pupils Who should 'ante= in the special guidance

proves** were not, and some pupils who were not in, that needed to be in.

3. increased n't*er of tes6ers per special guidance class was requested. As it
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exists now, there is one teacher per class. Teachers felt that this 'he

changed to 3 teachers for 2 classps (as in the Junior Guidance set -up)

or 2 teachers per class.

Specially suited classrooms, with appropriate furniture and equipment

were requested. Some teachers reported they had to use rooms in the

basement or other spare rooms--not conducive to working with emotionally

disturbed children.

5. Teachers felt that some increment or extra remuneration should be given

teachers who qualify to teach in this area.

6. 'Some recognized the need in themselves for more adequate training in the

area of emotionally disturbed.

7. Curriculum for emotionally disturbed children should be modified to fit

their needs.

Shorter periods than the usual 45 minute periods are recommended since

-some of these-children are restless an& cannot remain still so lorg.

9. There should -be smaller class registers -- no more than 10 to 12 pupils

per class.

10. Pupil needs gradual weaniug from the supportive atmosphere before he

takes his place back in the normal setting.

11. Parents of pupils in the SpecialGuidance Program should themselves be

involved in some kind of group therapy sessions.

12. Teachers reported the need for a relief teacher for the special guidance

class in cases where the regular teacher would not be available.

1,3. Orientation sessions should. be held before school opens for the benefit

of special guidance teachers.

14. Special guidance teacheis should share and discuss their methods with

teachers of,regular classes.

=, sm,-f-:,,C-, Akr-r,."



Conclusions and Recommendations

Since the Special Guidance and the Junior Guidance Programs are similar in

their objectives and Tbilosophy, the following recommendations made for the

Junior Guidance Program apply to the Special Guidance Program as well:

A. Small 'Jpen-register classes

B. Homogeneous ability grouping

C. Adequate supplies and equipment

D. Specially designed rooms for the emotionally disturbed child

E. Attendance of gym and assembly periods with regular pupils

F. Special licensing of teachers of the emotionally disturbed

G. Increased psychological services

H. Parental education for special guidance parents

T. Communication and explanation of program to pupils in that program.

Because the Special Guidance Program features closed and open regther classes

as well adhalf-way register (pupils may be admitted to and released from program only

at 2 or 3 specified times during the semester) there is a greater turnover and mobility

of pupils to and from Special Guidance classes than there was in the Junior Guidance

Program.

Since teachers and principals made mention of the need for establishing criteria

for admission to the program, the research team seemed to sense the implied vagueness

of criteria for admission to as well as release from the Special Guida,-ce class.

Even if specific criteria were to be set up, there would be difficulty in

applying this to pupils. One cannot easily fit a maladjusted youngster into specified

categories.

The Research Team recommends that a clinical team consisting of the Special

Guidance teachers, guidance counselor, psychologist and social worker meet weekly to

discuss in turn each pupil in the Special Quidance Program. The team would be

responsible for deciding when a pupil should leave the program, and when a pupil

should be admitted to the program. The team would also bear the responsibility
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of outlining the most effective way to handle particular pupils in the program, and

1 following up pupils who return to normal classes. The research team feels that theL, ..

E
dbovementioned responsibilities should not be handled by one individual, be it the

psychologist or guidance counselor, but by the 5-man clinical team.

Because the Special Guidance Program works with children on the upper elementary

and Junior Nigh School levels, there are some curriculum recommendations which apply

to the Special Guidance program that did not apply to the Junior Guidance Program.

Since the pupils in the program are older than Junior Guidance pupils, the level

andecontie, of instruction must be made to fit their needs. More instructional

materials such as texts, workbooks, maps, and audiovisual aids are necessary. Pupils

iu these programs have a great need for remedial math 4nd reading instruction. It is

recommended that pupils be motivated for remedial work through activities which they

find pleasant, such as industrial arts, field trips, closed-circuit television.

Even though the class register is small (12 to 15) it is recommended that there

be 2 teachers per class or 3 teachers for 2 classes. While one teacher handles the

ongoing activity in the class, the other would be free to handle disrupd.ons outbursts,

or. for individual work with a particular student.

The special:guidance schools reported that 10 of the 35 positions could not be

filled. The difficulty in recruiting qualified teachers for these classes indicates

the need for further study of recruitment problems. Perhaps tuition-free graduate

study might be an inducement.



It is recommende4 that the Special Guidance Program be modified according to the

above recommendations and be given more time to prove itself.

Recommendations for Both Junior Guidance Program and
Special Guidandg-Eogram

If the Board of EdUcation uses questionaires for future evaluation, it is

euggested that the schoorpsychologist, the guidance counselor, and the parents of

special guidance pupils also be tapped for their comments and opinions..

4 In order to evaluate the changes in pupils' reading and math achievement, it

is strongly urged that: 1- The Board of Education send Testing Teams into the Special

and Junior Guidance Programs to administer the standardized tests; 2- That theO

pre-test scores be obtained early in the school year and 3- That post-tests be obtained

at the end of the school year.

Where pupilstgrades are to be comparedr it is recommended that all participating

classes use the same marking system -- letter grades or percentage system.

The Early Iden'w"fication and Prevention Program

The primary objectives of the early Identification and Prevention Program

(E.I.P.) are to identify the problems, and talents of children in Kinder-

gart'n through third giades. attempts to meet the needs of these pupils, to

aid in the adjustment of their problems and provide for adequate enrichment of their

talents and abilities,. through the specialized teem of guidance counselor, social

worker and psychologist with consultive psychiatric assistance. Follow -up service as

needed is provided for pupils after third grade.

Evaluation is based on:

A- Observation of E.I.P. classes in 4 out of 10 schools.

B- Interviews with teachers and clinical staff in program.

C- Summary Reports for 5 out of the 10 schools filled out by guidance counselors,

which contained an open-ended question.

Most Effective Aspects of EiI P Programs (As reported by Guidance Counselors)



of outlinir.g the most effective way to harme paiticulp.r pupils in the program, and

following up pupils who return. to normal classes. The research team feels that the

abovementioned responsibilities should not be handled by one individual, be it the

. psychologist or guidance counselor, but by the 5-man clinical team.

Because the Special Guidance Program works with children on the upper elementary

and Junior High School level:, there are some curriculum recommendations which apply

to the Special Guidance program that did not apply to the Junior Guidance Program.

Since the pupils in the program are older than Junior Guidance pupils, the level

and content of instruction must be made to fit their needs. More instructional
4

materials such as texts, workbooks, maps, and.audiovisual.aids are necessary. Pupils

in these programs have a great need for remedial math 'lid reading instruction. It is

recommended that pupils be motivated for remedial work through activities which they

find pleasant, such as industrial arts, field trips, closed-circuit television.

Even though the class register is small (12 to 15) it is recommended that there

be 2 teachers per class or 3 teachers for 2 classes. While one teacher. handles the

ongoing activity in the class, the other would be free to handle disruptions, outbursts,

or for individual work with a particular student.

The special guidance schools reported that 10 of the 35 positions could not be

filled. The difficulty in recruiting qualified teachers for these classes indicates

the need for further study of recruitment problems. Perhaps tuition-free graduate

study might be an inducement.
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once a month; other schools reported that the psychiatrist would come only ',when

summoned. One school reported that the psychiatrist has not visited the school

during the entire year.

4- In some schools there was a tremendous backlog of cases because the school had
had no guidance counselor at all before that year. It was impossible for this

current counselor to take care of the backlog as well as the new referrals.

5- Realistically, the Program did not stop at the 3rd grade. Guidance

counselors worked with 'Avila in grades above the third.
$

6- There were teachers in the various scho*who were not aware of the

E.I;P. program.

7: There was a great need for remedial re. ding instructioni.for pupils in the

program.

8- In reality, even when a particular child was screened out and identified as

a "problem", he nevertheless remained within the class. Although there were several

conferences 1,etween teacher and counselor about haw best to handle the pupil, the

child was returned to clans to await further disposition.

9- There was a lack of clarity and a vagueness in defining the responsibilities

of guidance counselors in the E.I.P. program. The evaluation team found an extremely

wide range in job perforce of guidance counselors. Of the following activities,

one guidance counselor performed all of tam, while another performed just a few:

1- Screened all Kindergarten children ..

2- Immediate attention to teacher referrals.

3- Conferences with individual pupils in E.I.P.

4- Group counseling of pupils in E.I.P.

5- Observation of children in classroom situation.

6- Summarized records of children going into Junior High School.

7- Individual conferences with teachers

8- Conducted workshop for Junior Guidance teachers.

-
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9- Tezgat di dual. classes- (guidance topic)

10- Conducted assembly. programs based around guidance the

(r"First day in school").

11- In-service training of teachers new to the E.I.P. program.

12- Oriented all teachers to role of guidance in classroom.

13- Held individual conferences with parents about their child.

14- Ran workshop sessions for parents on various child rearing subjects.

15- Addressed parent groups on topics pertaining to guidance of children.

16- Followed up parents to see that school's recommendations were carried out.

17- Initiated and arranged a guidance library in the school from which parents

and teachers could freely borrow materials.

Conclusions and Recommendations for E.I.P. Program

Of the 4 objectives set forth in the Early Identification and

Prevention Program-.

Identify problems, abilities and talents.

2- Meet needs of these pupils.

3- Aid in the adjustment of their problems.

4- Adequate enrichment of pupils' talents anC abilities- only a part of the

first objective is being met.

It was the impression of the research team that the E.I.P. program was

primarily performing a "labeling" function. When a student was referred by a teacher

for a specific problem, the child, when finally evaluated, was returned to the class

with his problem interpreted in psychological terminology.

This may be helpful to the teacher as a morale booster-- in that someone has

verified his identification of a "problem child." However, it does not provide a

resource for the disruptive chili who may be interrupting the normal functioning

of the class. Nor does it help the child with his problem.

To prevent the develorment of serious maladjustment by helping distvec,ed



children tefere their prcb:ems bcceme de - rooted rewired bezically 3 proceeces:

Tdentification evarsticn aiid treatment. in the present fweetioning of the

E.I.P0 prog,am only 1/3 of the je, is actually being carried out. Identifica-

tion is made, eval=ion is long delayed and treatment or therapy obtained in

very few cases.

Xi' one examines the drawbacks of the program as given by guidance

counselors, one realizes that lack of personnel end inadequate psychological

services are largely responsible fur the ineffective functioning of the R.I.P.

program. Even the "most effective" aspects reflect an incomplete functianing

of the E.I.P. program for most of them could be achieved without the R.I.P. program.

If the E.I.P. program is to have its test-run, it must not be hampered by

obstacles which stifle the program before it is actually off the ground.

The research team recommends that the R.I.P. program be continued only if

the following modifications can be made:

1- Responsibilities of guidance counselors must be clearly defined.

If more than R.I.P. activities must be performed, additional counselors should be

added to the staff.

2- Increased psychological services must be made available to the R.I.P.

program. Part-time services of the clinical team are inadequate for the amount

and kind of performance demanded by the E.I.P. program.

3- Some arrangements should be made for the prompt and cooperating services of

an outside agency (i.e. hospital or college, etc.).

4- Supplementary remedial reading and math instruction should be given to E.I.P.

steents requiring it

An alternative that night be worth experimenting with is the discontinua-

tion of the R.I.P. program and the use of Remedial Reading and Remedial Math Teems.

Since the Remedial Reading Teem has made "great strides" with the 2nd grade in

the E.I.F. progrum, it might do jyst as well on the first and third grade levels.

Improvement in schoo: Cork night directly affect and improve the self-image of pupils.
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Purpoze of the fl6: " schools is to educcka cr.otionally dirt bed children.,

reco=nded for special ,gograms bee thy aie uneble to profit from normal

school instruction. The goals of the "60:" school are to provide r therapeutic

environment emphasizing iltterpersonal relationships between pupil and school

personnel, to provide an e5ucational environment for combined education or for

a vocation, and to guide end motivate the child to modify his behavior.

Title I provided funds fo:' increased supportive services and instructional

personnel.

Evalilation of "600" schools is based on observation of 5 out of 15 schools,

interviews with teachers, principals, and guidance workers, and an examination

of quantitative data gathered by "600" school principals.

Special Features

Some of the special features of the "600" schoola need explanation.

School Tutorials- After-school sessions of small groups of pupils who

meet with a teacher for remedial work in reading or math.

222E2EaLLELEnner In many instances, there were 3 teachers for 2

classes, using the 0.T.P.'s (see below). The 3rd teacher helps and relieves

the other 2 teachers, substitutes where necessary.

Assistant Principal and Curriculum Coordinator- Acting as a teacher

orienter and adviser on curriculum matters.

O.T.P. Teacher- (Other teaching position)- Teacher who specializes in

either health education, music, art, or science.

Most 1ffective Aspects of the "600" School (or)

Beneficial Results from Su000rtive Services to "600" School

1- O.T.P. positions which are funded by Title I have made it possible to

expose pupils to more subjects than they had before. (Science to everyone

in the school was not possible before M.P. came in).
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2- Assistant iftrincipa VMS a greet help to teachers by training and orienting
them. There were scheduled weekly conferences between assistant principal and
teacher it all schools visited by research team,

3- Weekly-conferences between clinical team and teacher telped clarify
*pile problems to teacher.

4- recause of the additional guidance counselors added to the staff,
A- More pupils were able to be seen by counseling office this year.
B- One counselor was able to make three times as many follow-up

visits es he made in the year '64 55.
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5. With the additionsl teachers provided by Title I, one school was able to program
the leimre time of pupils. This resulted in fewer trouble ott tbreeks and fewer
accidents. This Was accomplished by allowing students to eper.d the latter half of
the lunch period in the gym under supervision.

6. All principals reported less absenteeism. Teachers attributed this to the serving
of breakfasts to children in school.

r, Additional results attributed to the school breakfasts were:

A. Children showed more energy,

B. There 1,141 less sickness

C. "Even the texture of their skin Improved",

8. Children felt they had mean to discuss their problems with, someone to go

(This refers to the guidance counselor.)

9. Cooperating teaching (3 teachers for 2 classes) has made for individualized
a#entif.:n for each =Tn.
10. The addition of arts and crafts and shop activities hers channel pupils'
energies productively.

11. Pour of the five 600 schools visited were located in old &Sap Rated buildings.
Only Om school was housed in a brand new building. The research team felt that
the new building was a tremendous morale boaster to pupils, giving them the feeling
thtt "someone cares." Physical facilities good or bad -- are factors in a
pupil's perception of his self-image. The new building served to give the parents
a better image of e

Least Effective

1. Based on the evaluation teaa's visits and interviews, it was felt that in
general classes, little if any teaching vas goirz on. Pupils seemed to be involved
ir. busy work, thattingfr listening. to the radio and playing games.

Of2. There was a great need for remedial reading and remedial math teachers for



pupils in the "600" schools.

3. 'Mortals were not well attended. Only several boys remained ofter school to

attend 4....atoriala,

it. The clinical. servicet were not adequate for the needs of the school. One school

had 2 guidance counselors for 190 pupils but did not have adequate psychclogical

5. It pupil is referred to community agency, the wait is a long one.

6. There was a lack of qualified teachers to work with these emotionally disturbed

boys. Some of the teachers were new to the teaching profession itself; other

teachers did not have elementary school ligenses.

7. In many cues, schools had been given a particular position, but were unable

to fill .it witi qualified staff.

Conclusions and Recommendations fc "600" E.chools

It was not possible to ascertain, 'within the 14,tita of this interim evaluatior.,

whether the objectives of the program had been met. Nevertheless, research teams

feel that the improved instruction and the su-...1.pntive cervices made possible by

Title I funds have helped to change the "600" schools cmn a "holding" school.

Despite the drawbacks of the program the maladjusted. bogs are receiving

benefits which they were not able to receive.

The research team feels that since effects of improved instruction and supportive

services are ,-"-mulative that the program continue to be funded for the following

year with the following modifications.

Additional Staff

It seems a kind of unwritten policy that very often new and unexperienced

teachers are sent out to positions of "difficulty" ant find themselves in a "4;500"

school. Pupils in a "600" school need experienced teachers, willing and able to



work with the emotionally disturbed. As mentioned many times before, teachers

in this area should be specially licensed.

Some wey anst be found to attract and Itscruit qualified teachers who can pro-

gram these boys constructive]s not merely 'lice" them.

There was indication of lack of psychological services in sow of the 6,shool.a.

The additional guidance counselors must be balanced by additional psychological

holp where called for. Psychologists should. be serving the "Goo" school on a

full-time basis rather then once or twice a week, if at all.

Curriculum

If tutorials are as beneficial as they appear: edit

Reading Scores

Before Tutorials After Tutorials

5.6 7.2

6.7 7.3

4.7 7.1

7.2 7.6

6.4 8.3

they should be extended so as to reach more pupils. This can be done by changing

tutorials frc'i a voltmtary basis 'after school to a prescribed basis during school

hours. This would heir in the badly needed remedial area and would indivIctly

improve the self-image of these boys. A cutse,ested experiment in this regard is the

Remedial Reading Teams and Remedial Math Team mentioned in the E.I.P0 section. It

is urged net pre and post test scores be obtained for future evaluation purposes.

Since most of the boys enter the working world upon leaving the "600" school,

it is incumbent upon the school to offer more occupational and industrial type

subjects e.g., woo6working, auto mechanics, television-repair, etc. These courses



might be effective as a motivation for these boys to improve their reading and

math abilities.

In the "600" schools, housed in old buildings, research teams found no

recreational facilities, gymnasium, swimming pool, etc. It was repeatedly stressed

by.schca personnel that these boys had a great need for recreational facilities.

In some cases, provision for supervised recreational activities channeled the

energies of these boys constructively. It is recommended that physical training

courses of all kinds be scheduled for these boys, as part of their school

curriculum.

In this light, the research team suggests that wherever possible, new buildings

be established for "600" schools, which would contain various kinds of gymnastic

fadlities and equipment.

It is believed by the research team that the "600" school program be continued

for the following year.



Reason for. Project

The purpose of this program was to improve the educational attainment of

educationally and culturally deprived children who had been remanded by the courts and

the New York City Dept. of Welfare to institutional settings. Title I provided funds

for the purchase of additional educational supplies and the addition of instructional

personnel.
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Part "B" Institutional Schools

The material gathered for this evaluation was based on observation of the schools,

and interviews with teachers, directors of the institutions, guidance counselors and

other school personnel.

CABRINT BONE

Effective Aspects (for girls from preschool level to 6th grade)

1- Small classes make for individual teacher-pupil relationship.

2- 'Adequate psychological services serve the needs of these children. There is

a weekly counseling session and conference with clerical team for every pupil.

3- There are clean and adequate provisions for girls in dining area and in

dormitories.

4- The live-in situation removes child from "damaging" home environment.

Least Effective Aspects

1- No supplies or equipment of any kind had been received from the Board of

Education by this Institutional School as of June 1966.

2- Four classes were under the aegis of the Board of Education and five under

the Catholic Order. This made for much confusion and a lack of continuity in

instruction.

3- Teachers were inadequately trained fir coping with such severely disturbed

children.

Recommendations and Summary

In order to improve the educational attainment of culturally deprived children



as called for in the Program, special educational programs were to be established,

staffed by teachers trained in competencies for working with disturbed, deprived, and

disadvantaged children.

Neither of these conditions were being met at the time that the research team visited
the Institution-- June 1966. The. educational attainment of these children had not
been improved because:

1- There was a lack of supplies, equipment, textbooks, and workbooks.

2- There was only one teacher added to the staff and she was performing duties
as acting principal.

3- Those teachers present were inadequately trained for working with the
emotionally: disturbed. If the educational attainment of these girls is the goal, the
program mast be strengthened and supplemented as follows:

-1- Adequately-trained teachers, preferably those with special licenses in

education for the emotionally disturbed are a necessity for this program. Of the

four teachers at Cabrini Home, one was new; twa had substitute licenses and 1 was

ready for retirement. (It was understood by the research team that a principal and 5

teachers would be added to the staff beginning in September 1966)

2- There was only a part-time teacher for health education and physical training
paid for by the Home. This should be changed to a full-time position emanating from
the Board of Edtcation.

3- A full-time music teacher is recommended. As with the gymnasium teacher, the

music teacher, paid for by the Home, is only on a part-time schedule.

- Research Team recommends that the school be provided with a bus from the

Board of Education pool or that the Home be permitted to purchase a micro bus or

`station wagon from Title I funds. The use of a-bus is essential, to provide

instructional trips for these childrenowho are isolated from the community.

5- The following materials and supplies are necessary to implement the program,
and it is recommended that they be provided.
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A- Educational and office supplies

B- Audio-visual equipment

C- Primar-type typewri'er for remedial reading purposes

D- Remedial reading workbooks and readers

E- Typewriters for 7th and 8th grades

F-Childrmis 1.41 Uhm band instruments.

Wayside Home ( for girls from 13 to 17 years old)

Most Effective Aspects

1- Teaching staff had been increased from 1 -2/5 teachers to 8-3/5 teachers.

2- Program provides training in vocational education for those girls who wanted

to seek future employment.

3- Remedial Reading Teacher had been added to staff.

4- Small classes made for a closer interpersonal relationship between pupil and

teacher.

5- Adequate psychological services. Teachers had weekly conference on each

girl with clinic team and conferred monthly with psychiatrist about particular girls.

Least Effective Aspects

1- No materials or supplies had been received as of June, 1966.

2- Curriculum did not fit needs for these girls.

3- There was no lirovision for remedial math, which was greatly needed by the

girls.

4- There was no science laboratory. Teacher made the best of a large table in

the front of the room.

5- There was insufficient office-practice equipment.

Recommendations and Summary

If the nrogram is to reach its objectives, it must be strengthened and improved

by p:oviding the following material, supplies and staff.

woo, 00.Par........ -



I- A remedial matb teacher is necessary. Many of those girls will be seeking

employment and should have a basic knowledge of math.

2- There is nt, music teacher at the present time and hence no music program.

Both are recommended.

3- Although the Institution has a fully-equipped arts and crafts room, including a kiln,

it cannot be made available to the girls. An arts and crafts teacher should be provided

so as to help release the creativity of the girls.

4- Also recommended is a guidance counselor who would help girls in vocational

choices, follow-up, etc.

5- There is need for a science laboratory for these girls who do have scheduled

science periods.

6- There is a great need for physical edumgdon facilities.

7- Since the majority of these girls will seek future employment upon leaving

school, the following suggestions are made:

'A- Provide office equipment, electric typewriters, cash register.

B- Provide training for girls in various hospital-aide positions. This

would entail a teacher of nurses' aides as well as a fully-equipped nursing skills

laboratory.

8- The curriculum for these girls must be suited to their needs. Research Team

observed all subject classes and found unsuitable curriculum. It seems more logical

to teach these girls how to write a letter clearly and correctly than it is to

teach them the parts of speech. Teaching these girls how--to fill out an application

seems of greater importance than parsing sentences, and instructing them in human

reproduction seems of greater importance than instructing them in flower reproduc-

tion.

Children's Center

As in the Late of the Cabrini School only 1 part of .a position had been filled by

Federal funds. Here, too, there was no attempt to evaluate the effect of this 1 person



on the tote. program, but certain questions are raised.

Although it is necessary to provide additional staff to this school, there is a

question as to the wisdom of adding staff in such an overcrowded building which presents

fire hazards. In addition, the overcrowding necessitates using the classroom in

shifts. If housing is improved, the following recommendations are made:

A- 8 te' tiers to reduce class size

B- 2 remediel reading positions

C- 1 Health Education Teacher

D- 1 Music Teacher

E- 1 Science Teacher

F- 1 guidance counselor

Callagy Hall

No position had been filled which used Federal monies. Therefore, this program

does not seem to be within the limits of this interim evaluation. Certain questions

are faisedlhowever.

The problem here is severe overcrowding in a building which has many fire hazards.

For want of dormitory space, children are sleeping in..the auditorium. Classrooms are

few and overcrowded.

Recommended are the following:

A- Remedial Reading teacher

B- Music teacher

C- Home-making or sewing teacher

Summary Statement

Among the many drawbacks of the various programs, there w e several problems

common to all-- the Junior and Special Guidance, The Early Identification and Prevention

,Program, the "600" Schools and the Institutional Schools. These problems were:

A- Lack of adequate supplies, material and equipment and insufficient

number of educutional and clinical perscanel.
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B- Inappropriate curriculum for emotionally disturbed children.

C- lack of qualified teachers.

A- Insufficient Supplies and Staff

It seems unfair to render judgment about or to evaluate a program that is handi-

capped from the very start by not having sufficient material and staff to work with.

The Board of Education might wish to experiment by having fewer programs, but which

would be more completely supplied and staffed.

B- Curriculum

There was evidence of vagueness and lack of clarity on the part of teachers about

curriculum content for emotionally disturbed children. It is suggested that a curriculum

committee-- consisting of experts in curriculum developknt and in special education--

be responsible for the revision and modification of curriculum content for emotionally

disturbed children.
*

This committee would clarify methods, materials and procedures

for teachers involved in the program. It is strongly urged that curriculum innovation

be explored by a thorough study of available literature.

C- Teacher Training

The need for teacher-training in the area of the emotionally disturbed is acute.

The Board of Education, in conjunction with the Universities in the City of New York,

should devise some way to attract teachers to the field. Tuition free courses and

increments upon the attainment of a special license would act as some incentives.

*This is now being done.
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INSTRUMENT I

P.N. 22 107

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE'

Date

;Dear Principal:

School P42K

In order to evaluate the Special Guidance Program
it is necessary to obtain your considered opinion of the program.

Please describe the moat effective aspects of the program.

S

4



igroved Instruction - (Principal Questionnaire)

4

zociaLly maladjusted

u. Please describe the least effective aspects of the program.

1
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j, Please describe the reactions of the parents to the program and theliV3 in 'which the attituf7ct of the parents have teen manifested.

.1

71- "4.-...:23==g-Me..^-fititUg%--zst*.P.vt---en
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f Improving Instruction - Socially Maladjusted Teacher Questionnaire

IV; In your opinion should the program be (circle one): -

a - continued essentially unchanged
b discontinued
c - modified somewhat

If you have circled "c" above, please specify how the program should be
modified.

Thank you for your cooperation in our research.

Very truly yours,

J. Wayne Wright stone

Assistant Superintendent



Improving Instruction - .Socially Maladjusted

INSTRUMENT II

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

School P13OX

In order to evaluate the Special rd.& Program
it is necessary to obtain your considered opinion o4..the program.

I. Please describe the most .effective aspects cf the program.

..1111..01VMMII 410141, _ 1r-77,
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..2.

g. Please descrthe the least effective aspects of the program.

rt

it

2

4.

- _ - *"'" " r r"4--1-+-4" 0' ""-A"-'04t'""*"'".

rms-,;14414014.

Teacher Questionnaire
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Teacher Questionnaire_

rri, Please desciibe the reactions of the parents tothe program and the
wqys in which 'the attitudes of the parents have been manifested. -

a



.. ...... _

1

Instructlon

1

111

.-

1
I

- socioly Maladjusted

in your opinion should the program be (circle one):

a.- continued essentia13.y unchanged :
b - discontinued
c - undified someWhat

Teacher Questionmire

If you have c:.rcled "c" above, 1.1ease apecify how the program should be

nk you for your cooperation in our research.

4

Very truly yours,

J. Wayne Wrightstone
Assistant Superintendent

r
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I.N. 2257
BOARD OF =CATION OF TIE CITY .OF MU YORK

. .BUTFAOF EDUCATIOWiL--RESEARCH

TNTEUME III', page 1

INSTRUCTIONS FOR. COMplarm Mt, "STUMM' SCHOOL ATTITUDE SCALE".

Print student's name
.

- Last Name, First Name..

Enter student's official class and grade.

1. Print the name of the teacher filling out the form.

Enter the length of time the student has iseen in the class this year.'
Read the statements on the left and the descriptions in the center
for all 7 categories.

{." "Think back" to wbGn the student first entered your class and decide which
category best describes him as he was then. Remember that none or these
descriptions will totally apply to any one student. Choose the description

which best fits the student.

1. When you decide which category best describes the student when he entered
your classl, place a check in the box, on the right, nc.xt to that description.e,
in the column headed."Sept.' '65."

3. Reread all the categories and now decide which category best describes the
student as he is at the present time.

Place a check in the box, on the right, nett to that description in the

column headed "May '66."
;3. Remember, there should be only one (1) check in the column headed Sept. '65

and only -.one (1) check in the column headed May '66.
le Please fill out one of these forms for each studentiin. class.

1
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BOARD OF EDWATION OF THE CITY OF, MT YORK
BUREAU. ,OF EMCATIONAL RESEARCH . .

. STUDENT?' ,g SCHOOL ATTITUDE SCALE

Student's Name Official Class Grade

INSTRDMIT ISI, page 2

School .01.arrimr.rrare

Teacher `s Name

Length of time this student has been in your class: From -to

month month
pII11.2111.

Instructions: Rate pupil from 1 to 7 according to the one category that describes
him best. Rate attitude only. Disregard academic Place a check
the box next to the rating which you think best apaies to this student as be was
inZeptember 1964, Place a check in' the box next to the rating which you think
best applies to this student as he now is (May 1966). There should be only one
check in each column.

Sept. '65 May '66
Highly 1. Positive attitude tOward education; highly mdtivabed,
motivated, responds to authority without hostility;.makes friends
No easily; reliable; trustworthy; seldom ab-sent without an jJrebellion acceptable excuse.

Clearly 2.

motivated,

Little or no
rebellion

More

motivation
-

Some

Mtillation
Some

rebellion

Generally exhibits positive attitude toward education
but falls short of inclusion in the first category
(above); generally reliable; occasionally absent or
late without an acceptable excuse.

3. Somewhat withdrawn but seems interested in school
most of the time; is not generally rebelliAs; us-
ually responds to authority without hostility; may
have one or two friends but is not very sociable;
does not usually go out of his way to please others;
lateness and half-day.absences may total about 10 or
20 for the school year; not very reliable; falls
behind-in homework assignments.

4. Not Consistent in attitude to schboli teacher is un-
certain of his ability; shows rebellion and hostility
a' times while at other times appears to be cooper-
ative; often late; often absent whole or half-days;
has some friends but does not seem to form close
relationships 4th peers:

tore 5
rebellion
than

motivation

Generally a negative attitude to school; does not
appear to be a serious "acting out" pupil but shows
more rebelliousness than cooperativeness; often late;
often absent; teacher feels he will probably drop
out of school.

0

roman

0

D

ampli*/--.
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Clearly
J rebellious,

it Little-or no
zotivation

.1-

1Highly

Irebellious
motiya-

ltion

provtd Instrction Soti ally Maladjusted

STUDENT'S SCHOOL ATTITUDE SCALE
(continued)

INSTRUMENT III,. page 3

:6. Has record of "acting out in and out Of school;
probable drop out; negative attitude; rarely
.coonerates; his friend's are rebellious alad;

clearly not interested in school and at best
is barely containable in classroom; often
absent; often late. .

Absent or late more than 50 times a year; no
respect for authority; remains in school only
because he is forced to.do so; .disrupts the
class; is not containable in class.
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INSTRUMENT IV, ;page 1

BOAM OF EDUCATION OF Tar my OF NW YOM
B.W.0 OF =CATIONat IMSFARCH"

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING T. PUPIL DATA FORM

. I

The .following instructions give the directions -for completing .each item on the
A

t attached Pupil Data Form.

1 I Student's Name

Print the Student's Name*- Last na&e, first name.

11 Grade
i

. ,
1 i. Enter the grade in which the student is at present e.g., 4th, 5th, 6th, etc.).

.

I

III Type of Program

THIS SECTION APPLIES 'TO JUNIOR 'GUIDANCE PROGRAMS ONLY.

1. 'Using the following code indicate the type of program in which the student

is enrolled:

C - closed register

- open register

H - halfway classes

IV How Dons in the Program

1. Enter the total number of months the student has been in the program.

2. This total will be composed of:

- the number of months the student was in the program last school

year (maxis= number is 3.0).

b - the number of months the student was in the program this school

year (maximum number is 9).
c - if the student liras in the program for less than one .(1) month,

this time is to be recorded as one (1) month.

V READING

Under "Oct: 165" enter the Vocebulaw and Comprehension scores (in grade equiva-
lents) for the City-Wide Reading Test. Eater the date the test was given.

All........11,"/7.,.
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INSTRUMENT IV, page 2

MTRUCTIONS FOR .COMPLETING 'THE PUPIL DATA FORM
(continued)

4Note: Enter the City Wide' Reading Test scores even if the tests were
-

:11banistered at a time later than the scheduled City-gide October date.)

assaEsithe eoluMns headed, ayik.
I

I VI Mathematics

j. If the student lias taken either .the Metropolitan Mathematics or the Iowa

Test of Basic SkLlJ.s (Math), enter the grade equivalents for Comprehension

and Reasoning under the appropkiate columns. Enter the date the test was

given.

ELAImmaltrk
1. Add the final marks for Eng. (Language Axis), S.S. (Social Studies), and

Sci. (Science) for the sc__hool mayAl. Divide by 3 and enter the average

mark in the column headed. '64-'65.
it"

2. Add the latest available marks for Eng. (LangUage'Arts), S.S. (Social

Studies), and Sci. (Science) for the schoolug '65-'66. Divide by 3

and enter the average mark in the column headed i65-'66.

1. Last School Year

VIII Attendance

Enter the Whole Dap Absent, Half Days Absent, and Times

Late in the appropriate columns for the school year '64-'65.

This School Year. Enter the Whole Days Absent, Ha? Dews Absent, and Timis

Late in the appropriate columns for the sphool.year '63-'66.

_ ,:017-ram.71777-
*
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INSTItior V, page 1

Board of Education of the City of New lbr% 6/V.66
OFFICE OF SPECIAL SERVICES

Bureau for the Education. of Socia31.y Maladjusted. Children SUMMARY
REPORT OF SPECIAL SCHOOLS ON PUPIL ACCOUNTING - 1965-1966 DAY SCHOOLS

Principal School Bo .Date -. -- ..

1. Total number of individual pupils on: register at any time betweenJune 1, 1965 and May 27 1966.

2. Register as of May 27, 1966.

1 * 3 Number o± pupils returned during school year to a reguiar LY .City school: El. JrHS ACAD.HS. VOC.ES .i"

- Total:4.- Number of pupils graduated to regular ACAD .HS____
VOC.HS in June 1965.

.
41.

, 5. Number of pupils eligible and expected to be gtaduatedA.
I to a regular academic or vocational h.s. in June 1966! * 6. Number returned to a custodial institution or training school1 (public or private).
1 * 7. Number committed to a training school both public or private,..

e.g., NY State Tr. School, Lincoln Hail, etc

1* 8. Number discharged who received employment certificates.

:* % Number discharged as over 17 years.

:* 10. Number transferred to another Special School.

11. Number discharged to a private or parochial school.

*12. Number transferred. to a "400" school.

13. - Number exempted from instruction by M.G. or other-
recognized agency.

* 14. Number disCharged to a State. Hospital, e.g.,
Rockland State, etc.

* 15. Number returned to a State Hospital.
,

* 16. Number discharged as "not found"-by Attendance Bur.

* 17. *NUmber discharged to an out-of-town address.

eau

,* 18. Number- discharged to Home Instruction.

*3.9. Number discharged for' any other reason. (Please
give details on back or attached sheet).

20. Number c pupils presently on register who were
on register as of September 17, 1965.'

21. Of the number given on tine No. 20, how many achieved agrowth of one year or more in reading since' September3.7, 1965 based on a standardized test?

...rm. ,mrIrmorroort vor gmr.m.

4=.1"

,!=i
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RNPORT OF SPECIAL SCHOOLS ON PUPIL ACCOUNTING - 1065-1966

Continued
.

22, Of the numbet given on'Iline No. 20, bow many dchie-ved a

growth of between- -onehaLf year and a full year in
reading since September 17, 1965 based on a standardized

test?-"

Of the number given on Line 1o. 20, how many achieved an

-attendance,record of not more than 10..days. of unexcused.

absence, e.g., truancy, illegal detention?

:211,1 Of the number given on Line No, 20, how many pupils are

-4makihg an acceptable behavioral adjustment to the Special

Sahools?-

i

25, Of the number given on Line No, 29 how mfiny are making

or have made an acceptable behavioral adjustment to

the Special Schools? MINIM.ONAIMINION.O

26. Total number of teachers on staff (including guidance
Counselor, reading consultant, librarian, shop, re-
source, swirming,.art, music teachers, etc.) on

May 27, 1966, Include in total federally funded posi-

tions, Total:

27. Days per week of clinical and medical services:
Psychiatrist Psycholdgist
Social Worker School Doctor School Nurse

Answers given on.lines marked with n (*) must be fora

the period between June 1, 1965 and May 27, 1966. it

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM IN DUPLICATE ON OR BEFORE FRIDAY
JUNE 171:1a.557-6E205VME7ROOM 910,

1

werso.......s.......ralm....

"mew. "Wet_VIMINFIM-1.1Mrs, WRIORS.VCANN

,
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